Create Submission

Conference: 2021 Annual Spring Conference
Category: Completed Project Poster - 60-min poster session

Please read requirements carefully before completing submission – incomplete information will lead to disqualification.

This category:
An opportunity for participants to view and discuss a completed innovative educational or curricular project during a 60 minute poster session. Descriptions of measurement methods and project results completed before submission are required.

Click the Cancel button below if you do NOT want to create a submission in this category.

Submission Role Definitions

Submitter-Only: Not a participant in the presentation. Used for submitting on behalf of someone. Submitter Only is NOT listed in conference materials.
Submitter and Lead Presenter: The lead in giving the presentation.
Submitter and Co-Presenter: A co-participant in giving the presentation.

Select Your Role on Submission
- Select -

Title (125 characters including spaces - DO NOT use all capitals)
Chars Remaining 125

Session Time: 60-min poster session
What is this session about? This information will be included in the online session description.

Abstract (1500 characters including spaces)
Chars Remaining 1500

SAVE AND CONTINUE  CANCEL
Create Submission Proposal

Conference: 2021 Annual Spring Conference
Category: Completed Project Poster - 60-min poster session
Submission Id: 5431
Submission Title: TEST

Please read requirements carefully before completing submission - incomplete information will lead to disqualification.

Why is this session important to family medicine educators? Provide reasoning for why this project and education on this topic are needed. * (Character limit including spaces: 1250)

Learning Objectives: List three using these guidelines

- Clearly describe what participants will take away and be able to implement after the session in active, measurable terms (e.g. - define, interpret, explain, apply)
- Each objective must be concise and written in SMART format (specific, measurable, attainable, relevant, and timely)

Example - On completion of this session, participants should be able to identify and describe the three primary tenets of the Patient Self-Efficacy Model.

First Objective: On completion of this session the participants should be able to... *

Second Objective: On completion of this session the participants should be able to... *

Third Objective: On completion of this session the participants should be able to... *

Please describe project results completed before submission (N/A is not an acceptable response): * (Character limit including spaces: 1250)

References: Include references that support the session content. * (Character limit including spaces: 1250)
Is this proposal an official submission on behalf of one of the following groups: STFM Board, STFM Collaboratives, STFM Special Project Teams, STFM Committees, and STFM Fellowships.

NO

Keywords (optional): choose up to 2 keywords that may apply to your proposal.

Keyword One
Select One

Keyword Two
Select One

Questions with a red * must be answered for the submission to be considered complete.

SAVE AND CONTINUE  CANCEL
Create Submission Proposal

Conference: 2021 Annual Spring Conference
Category: Completed Project - 10 min, 5 min discussion
Submission Id: 5428
Submission Title: TEST

Please read requirements carefully before completing submission - incomplete information will lead to disqualification.

Why is this session important to family medicine educators? Provide reasoning for why this project and education on this topic are needed. * (Character limit including spaces: 1250)

Learning Objectives: List three using these guidelines

- Clearly describe what participants will take away and be able to implement after the session in active, measurable terms (e.g. - define, interpret, explain, apply)
- Each objective must be concise and written in SMART format (specific, measurable, attainable, relevant, and timely)

Example - On completion of this session, participants should be able to identify and describe the three primary tenets of the Patient Self-Efficacy Model.

First Objective: On completion of this session the participants should be able to... *

Second Objective: On completion of this session the participants should be able to... *

Third Objective: On completion of this session the participants should be able to... *

Please describe project results completed before submission (N/A is not an acceptable response): * (Character limit including spaces: 1250)

References: Include references that support the session content. * (Character limit including spaces: 1250)
Is this proposal an official submission on behalf of one of the following groups: STFM Board, STFM Collaboratives, STFM Special Project Teams, STFM Committees, and STFM Fellowships.

NO

Keywords (optional): choose up to 2 keywords that may apply to your proposal.

Keyword One
Select One

Keyword Two
Select One

Questions with a red * must be answered for the submission to be considered complete.

SAVE AND CONTINUE  CANCEL
Create Submission

Conference: 2021 Annual Spring Conference
Category: Completed Research Poster - 60-min poster session

Submission Role Definitions
- **Submitter-Only**: Not a participant in the presentation. Used for submitting on behalf of someone. Submitter Only is NOT listed in conference materials.
- **Submitter and Lead Presenter**: The lead in giving the presentation.
- **Submitter and Co-Presenter**: A co-participant in giving the presentation.

Select Your Role on Submission
- Select -

Title (125 characters including spaces - DO NOT use all capitals)

Chars Remaining 125

Session Time: 60-min poster session
Abstract Instructions: Abstract should contain the following headings.
Purpose: One sentence describing the problem being addressed and one sentence stating the objective of the study.
Methods: Describe the study design, setting, participants, interventions, measures, main outcomes, and analyses.
Results: State the main findings of the study.
Conclusions: Two sentences that 1) summarize the main findings/interpretation of the study and, 2) provides context by stating main implications of the findings for practice, policy, or research.

Abstract (2500 characters including spaces)

Chars Remaining 2500

SAVE AND CONTINUE  CANCEL
Create Submission Proposal

Conference: 2021 Annual Spring Conference
Category: Completed Research Poster - 60-min poster session
Submission Id: 5430
Submission Title: TEST

Please confirm your Abstract includes a Purpose, Methods, Results and Conclusions.*

Select One

Please read requirements carefully before completing submission - incomplete information will lead to disqualification.

Learning Objectives: List three using these guidelines

- Clearly describe what participants will take away and be able to implement after the session in active, measurable terms (e.g. - define, interpret, explain, apply)
- Each objective must be concise and written in SMART format (specific, measurable, attainable, relevant, and timely)

Example - On completion of this session, participants should be able to identify and describe the three primary tenets of the Patient Self-Efficacy Model.

First Objective: On completion of this session the participants should be able to... *

Second Objective: On completion of this session the participants should be able to... *

Third Objective: On completion of this session the participants should be able to... *

Questions with a red * must be answered for the submission to be considered complete.

SAVE AND CONTINUE  CANCEL
Create Submission

Conference: 2021 Annual Spring Conference
Category: Completed Research Project - 10 min, 5 min discussion

Submission Role Definitions

Submitter-Only: Not a participant in the presentation. Used for submitting on behalf of someone. Submitter Only is NOT listed in conference materials.
Submitter and Lead Presenter: The lead in giving the presentation.
Submitter and Co-Presenter: A co-participant in giving the presentation.

Select Your Role on Submission

- Select -

Title (125 characters including spaces - DO NOT use all capitals)
Chars Remaining 125

Session Time: 10 min, 5 min discussion

Abstract Instructions: Abstract should contain the following headings.
Purpose: One sentence describing the problem being addressed and one sentence stating the objective of the study.
Methods: Describe the study design, setting, participants, interventions, measures, main outcomes, and analyses.
Results: State the main findings of the study.
Conclusions: Two sentences that 1) summarize the main findings/interpretation of the study and, 2) provides context by stating main implications of the findings for practice, policy, or research.

Abstract (2500 characters including spaces)
Chars Remaining 2500

SAVE AND CONTINUE  CANCEL
Create Submission Proposal

Conference: 2021 Annual Spring Conference
Category: Completed Research Project - 10 min, 5 min discussion
Submission Id: 5429
Submission Title: TEST

Please confirm your Abstract includes a Purpose, Methods, Results and Conclusions.*

Select One

Please read requirements carefully before completing submission - incomplete information will lead to disqualification.

Learning Objectives: List three using these guidelines

- Clearly describe what participants will take away and be able to implement after the session in active, measurable terms (e.g. - define, interpret, explain, apply)
- Each objective must be concise and written in SMART format (specific, measurable, attainable, relevant, and timely)

Example - On completion of this session, participants should be able to identify and describe the three primary tenets of the Patient Self-Efficacy Model.

First Objective: On completion of this session the participants should be able to... *

Second Objective: On completion of this session the participants should be able to... *

Third Objective: On completion of this session the participants should be able to... *

Questions with a red * must be answered for the submission to be considered complete.
Create Submission

Conference: 2021 Annual Spring Conference
Category: Developing Project Poster - 60-min poster session

Please read requirements carefully before completing submission – incomplete information will lead to disqualification.

This category:
Provides an opportunity for participants to view and discuss an innovative educational or curricular project in an early stage of development during a 60 minute poster session.
Please describe measurement or project results completed or in process at the time of submission.

Click the Cancel button below if you do NOT want to create a submission in this category.

Submission Role Definitions

Submitter-Only: Not a participant in the presentation. Used for submitting on behalf of someone. Submitter Only is NOT listed in conference materials.
Submitter and Lead Presenter: The lead in giving the presentation.
Submitter and Co-Presenter: A co-participant in giving the presentation.

Select Your Role on Submission

- Select -

Title (125 characters including spaces - DO NOT use all capitals)

Chars Remaining 125

Session Time: 60-min poster session
What is this session about? This information will be included in the online session description.

Abstract (1500 characters including spaces)

Chars Remaining 1500

SAVE AND CONTINUE CANCEL
Create Submission Proposal

Conference: 2021 Annual Spring Conference
Category: Developing Project Poster - 60-min poster session
Submission Id: 5432
Submission Title: TEST

Please read requirements carefully before completing submission - incomplete information will lead to disqualification.

Why is this session important to family medicine educators? Provide reasoning for why this project and education on this topic are needed. * (Character limit including spaces: 1250)

Learning Objectives: List three using these guidelines

- Clearly describe what participants will take away and be able to implement after the session in active, measurable terms (e.g. define, interpret, explain, apply)
- Each objective must be concise and written in SMART format (specific, measurable, attainable, relevant, and timely)

Example - On completion of this session, participants should be able to identify and describe the three primary tenets of the Patient Self-Efficacy Model.

First Objective: On completion of this session the participants should be able to... *

Second Objective: On completion of this session the participants should be able to... *

Third Objective: On completion of this session the participants should be able to... *

Provide expected results if available (Character limit including spaces: 1250)

References: Include references that support the session content. * (Character limit including spaces: 1250)
Is this proposal an official submission on behalf of one of the following groups: STFM Board, STFM Collaboratives, STFM Special Project Teams, STFM Committees, and STFM Fellowships.

NO

Keywords (optional): choose up to 2 keywords that may apply to your proposal.

Keyword One
Select One

Keyword Two
Select One

Questions with a red * must be answered for the submission to be considered complete.

SAVE AND CONTINUE  CANCEL
Create Submission

Conference: 2021 Annual Spring Conference
Category: Lecture-Discussion - 30 min

Please read requirements carefully before completing submission – incomplete information will lead to disqualification.

This category:
- 20-25 minute presentation, followed by 5-10 minutes of participant interaction and/or discussion
- Curricular, teaching, administration, or faculty development topic or project
- Identified plan for active audience engagement beyond Q&A (e.g. posing specific questions to participants regarding your content)
- Requires detailed description of measurement methods and project results and/or how effectiveness of this presentation has been assessed prior to submission
- Projects still in progress at the time of submission (not at the time of presentation) are most appropriate for the Developing Scholarly Project Poster category. New ideas can be submitted in the Scholarly Roundtable category.

Click the Cancel button below if you do NOT want to create a submission in this category.

Submission Role Definitions

Submitter-Only: Not a participant in the presentation. Used for submitting on behalf of someone. Submitter Only is NOT listed in conference materials.
Submitter and Lead Presenter: The lead in giving the presentation.
Submitter and Co-Presenter: A co-participant in giving the presentation.

Select Your Role on Submission

- Select -

Title (125 characters including spaces - DO NOT use all capitals)

Chars Remaining 125

Session Time: 30 minutes
What is this session about? This information will be included in the online session description.

Abstract (1500 characters including spaces)

Chars Remaining 1500

SAVE AND CONTINUE  CANCEL
Create Submission Proposal

Conference: 2021 Annual Spring Conference
Category: Lecture-Discussion - 30 min
Submission Id: 5427
Submission Title: TEST

Please read requirements carefully before completing submission - incomplete information will lead to disqualification.

Why is this session important to family medicine educators? Provide evidence for the need for education on this topic. *(Character limit including spaces: 1250)*

Have you presented similar content at an STFM Annual Conference within the past 3 years?*

Select One

If yes, please summarize what you have added or changed since your last presentation. (Character limit including spaces: 1250)

Learning Objectives: List three using these guidelines

- Clearly describe what participants will take away and be able to implement after the session in active, measurable terms (e.g. - define, interpret, explain, apply)
- Each objective must be concise and written in SMART format (specific, measurable, attainable, relevant, and timely)

Example - On completion of this session, participants should be able to identify and describe the three primary tenets of the Patient Self-Efficacy Model.

First Objective: On completion of this session the participants should be able to...

Second Objective: On completion of this session the participants should be able to...

Third Objective: On completion of this session the participants should be able to...
Please provide detailed description of time allocation and active audience engagement methods* (beyond Q&A – e.g. posing specific questions to participants regarding your content): * (Character limit including spaces: 1250)

Please provide assessment information by providing one or both of the following as applicable to your submission. * Note: “N/A” is not an acceptable response.
1) Describe assessment data completed or in process at the time of submission
2) Describe how you have assessed the effectiveness of this presentation prior to submission

Assessment Information: * (Character limit including spaces: 1250)

References: Include references that support the session content. * (Character limit including spaces: 1250)

Is this proposal an official submission on behalf of one of the following groups: STFM Board, STFM Collaboratives, STFM Special Project Teams, STFM Committees, and STFM Fellowships.

NO

Keywords (optional): choose up to 2 keywords that may apply to your proposal.

Keyword One

Select One

Keyword Two

Select One

Questions with a red * must be answered for the submission to be considered complete.
Create Submission

Conference: 2021 Annual Spring Conference
Category: Panel Discussion - 60 min

Please read requirements carefully before completing submission – incomplete information will lead to disqualification.

This category:
Limited number of slots for 60-minute moderated, interactive session with 3-5 knowledgeable panelists to engage participants in discussion about an innovative or provocative topic in family medicine education
It is NOT intended to be a series of 'mini presentations'
Panelists must demonstrate content expertise and ideally, represent multiple institutions
Requires detailed description of use of time allocation and participant engagement method(s) (beyond Q&A – e.g. posing specific questions to participants regarding your content).

Click the Cancel button below if you do NOT want to create a submission in this category.

Submission Role Definitions
Submitter-Only: Not a participant in the presentation. Used for submitting on behalf of someone. Submitter Only is NOT listed in conference materials.
Submitter and Lead Presenter: The lead in giving the presentation.
Submitter and Co-Presenter: A co-participant in giving the presentation.

Select Your Role on Submission
- Select -

Title (125 characters including spaces - DO NOT use all capitals)

Chars Remaining 125

Session Time: 60 min
What is this session about? This information will be published in the online session search.

Abstract (1250 characters including spaces)

Chars Remaining 1250

SAVE AND CONTINUE CANCEL
Create Submission Proposal

Conference: 2021 Annual Spring Conference
Category: Panel Discussion - 60 min
Submission Id: 5424
Submission Title: TEST

Please read requirements carefully before completing submission - incomplete information will lead to disqualification.

Why is this session important to family medicine educators? Provide evidence for the need for education on this topic. *(Character limit including spaces: 1250)*

Summary of expertise of panelists including supporting evidence *(Character limit including spaces: 1250)*

Learning Objectives: List three using these guidelines

- Clearly describe what participants will take away and be able to implement after the session in active, measurable terms (e.g. - define, interpret, explain, apply)
- Each objective must be concise and written in SMART format (specific, measurable, attainable, relevant, and timely)

Example - On completion of this session, participants should be able to identify and describe the three primary tenets of the Patient Self-Efficacy Model.

First Objective: On completion of this session the participants should be able to... *

Second Objective: On completion of this session the participants should be able to... *

Third Objective: On completion of this session the participants should be able to... *

Please provide detailed description of time allocation and audience engagement methods (beyond Q&A – e.g. posing specific questions to participants regarding your content) *(Character limit including spaces: 1250)*
References: Include references that support the session content. *(Character limit including spaces: 1250)*

Is this proposal an official submission on behalf of one of the following groups: STFM Board, STFM Collaboratives, STFM Special Project Teams, STFM Committees, and STFM Fellowships.

- NO

Keywords (optional): choose up to 2 keywords that may apply to your proposal.

Keyword One

- Select One

Keyword Two

- Select One

Questions with a red * must be answered for the submission to be considered complete.

SAVE AND CONTINUE  CANCEL
Create Submission

Conference: 2021 Annual Spring Conference
Category: Preconference Workshop - 4-8 hours

Please read requirements carefully before completing submission – incomplete information will lead to disqualification.

This category:
- Limited number of slots for 4 to 8 hour interactive, skill-building session that occurs the day before the conference begins
- Content requires more time than the other conference formats allow

Required elements:
- Detailed description of use of time allocation and active participant engagement method(s)
- Detailed description of measurement methods and project results and/or how effectiveness of this presentation has been assessed prior to submission

Click the Cancel button below if you do NOT want to create a submission in this category.

Submission Role Definitions
Submitter-Only: Not a participant in the presentation. Used for submitting on behalf of someone. Submitter Only is NOT listed in conference materials.
Submitter and Lead Presenter: The lead in giving the presentation.
Submitter and Co-Presenter: A co-participant in giving the presentation.

Select Your Role on Submission

Title (125 characters including spaces - DO NOT use all capitals)
Chars Remaining 125

Session Time: 4-8 hours
What is this session about? This information will be published in the online session search.

Abstract (1250 characters including spaces)
Chars Remaining 1250
Create Submission Proposal

Conference: 2021 Annual Spring Conference
Category: Preconference Workshop - 4-8 hours
Submission Id: 5423
Submission Title: TEST

Please read requirements carefully before completing submission - incomplete information will lead to disqualification.

This session is (select one)*

Please specify maximum number of attendees *

Why is this session important to family medicine educators? Provide reasoning for the educational need for this topic. * (Character limit including spaces: 1250)

Have you presented similar content at an STFM Annual Conference within the past 3 years?*

If yes, please summarize what have you added or changed since your last presentation. (Character limit including spaces: 1250)

Learning Objectives: List three using these guidelines

- Clearly describe what participants will take away and be able to implement after the session in active, measurable terms (e.g. - define, interpret, explain, apply)
- Each objective must be concise and written in SMART format (specific, measurable, attainable, relevant, and timely)

Example - On completion of this session, participants should be able to identify and describe the three primary tenets of the Patient Self-Efficacy Model.

First Objective: On completion of this session the participants should be able to... *
Second Objective: On completion of this session the participants should be able to... *

Third Objective: On completion of this session the participants should be able to... *

Please provide detailed description of time allocation and audience engagement methods (beyond Q&A – e.g. posing specific questions to participants regarding your content) * (Character limit including spaces: 1250)

Please provide assessment information by providing one or both of the following as applicable to your submission. * Note: “N/A” is not an acceptable response.
1) Describe assessment data completed or in process at the time of submission
2) Describe how you have assessed the effectiveness of this presentation prior to submission

Assessment Information * (Character limit including spaces: 1250)

References: Include references that support the session content. * (Character limit including spaces: 1250)

Is this proposal an official submission on behalf of one of the following groups: STFM Board, STFM Collaboratives, STFM Special Project Teams, STFM Committees, and STFM Fellowships.

NO

Keywords (optional): choose up to 2 keywords that may apply to your proposal.

Keyword One
Select One

Keyword Two
Select One

Questions with a red * must be answered for the submission to be considered complete.
Create Submission

Conference: 2021 Annual Spring Conference
Category: Seminar - 60 min

Please read requirements carefully before completing submission – incomplete information will lead to disqualification.

This category:
60-minute interactive session focusing on dissemination and discussion of an innovative educational, administrative, research, career development, or clinical topic.

Required elements:
detailed description of use of time allocation and active participant engagement method(s)
detailed description of measurement methods and project results and/or how effectiveness of this presentation has been assessed prior to submission

Click the Cancel button below if you do NOT want to create a submission in this category.

Submission Role Definitions

Submitter-Only: Not a participant in the presentation. Used for submitting on behalf of someone. Submitter Only is NOT listed in conference materials.
Submitter and Lead Presenter: The lead in giving the presentation.
Submitter and Co-Presenter: A co-participant in giving the presentation.

Select Your Role on Submission

- Select -

Title (125 characters including spaces - DO NOT use all capitals)

Chars Remaining 125

Session Time: 60 min
What is this session about? This information will be included in the online session description.

Abstract (1500 characters including spaces)

Chars Remaining 1500

SAVE AND CONTINUE  CANCEL
Create Submission Proposal

Conference: 2021 Annual Spring Conference
Category: Seminar - 60 min
Submission Id: 5426
Submission Title: TEST

Please read requirements carefully before completing submission - incomplete information will lead to disqualification.

Why is this session important to family medicine educators? Provide evidence for the need for education on this topic. * (Character limit including spaces: 1250)

Have you presented similar content at an STFM Annual Conference within the past 3 years?*

Select One

If yes, please summarize what have you added or changed since your last presentation. (Character limit including spaces: 1250)

Learning Objectives: List three using these guidelines

- Clearly describe what participants will take away and be able to implement after the session in active, measurable terms (e.g. - define, interpret, explain, apply)
- Each objective must be concise and written in SMART format (specific, measurable, attainable, relevant, and timely)

Example - On completion of this session, participants should be able to identify and describe the three primary tenets of the Patient Self-Efficacy Model.

First Objective: On completion of this session the participants should be able to... *

Second Objective: On completion of this session the participants should be able to... *

Third Objective: On completion of this session the participants should be able to... *
Please provide detailed description of time allocation and active audience engagement methods* (beyond Q&A – e.g. posing specific questions to participants regarding your content): * (Character limit including spaces: 1250)

Please provide assessment information by providing one or both of the following as applicable to your submission. * Note: "N/A" is not an acceptable response.
1) Describe assessment data completed or in process at the time of submission
2) Describe how you have assessed the effectiveness of this presentation prior to submission

Assessment Information: * (Character limit including spaces: 1250)

References: Include references that support the session content. * (Character limit including spaces: 1250)

Is this proposal an official submission on behalf of one of the following groups: STFM Board, STFM Collaboratives, STFM Special Project Teams, STFM Committees, and STFM Fellowships.

NO

Keywords (optional): choose up to 2 keywords that may apply to your proposal.

Keyword One
Select One

Keyword Two
Select One

Questions with a red * must be answered for the submission to be considered complete.

SAVE AND CONTINUE  CANCEL
Create Submission

Conference: 2021 Annual Spring Conference
Category: Scholarly Topic Roundtable Discussion - 50 min (including breakfast)

Please read requirements carefully before completing submission – incomplete information will lead to disqualification.

This category:
Small group, interactive opportunity for 10 participants to share ideas, experiences, or projects pertinent to family medicine education, clinical care, research, or management.
Occurs concurrently with other discussions during a 60-minute breakfast in the general session ballroom
If this is a completed project or program, please describe measurement methods and results completed at the time of submission.

Click the Cancel button below if you do NOT want to create a submission in this category.

Submission Role Definitions
Submitter-Only: Not a participant in the presentation. Used for submitting on behalf of someone. Submitter Only is NOT listed in conference materials.
Submitter and Lead Presenter: The lead in giving the presentation.
Submitter and Co-Presenter: A co-participant in giving the presentation.

Select Your Role on Submission
- Select -

Title (125 characters including spaces - DO NOT use all capitals)

Chars Remaining 125

Session Time: 50 min (including breakfast)
What is this session about? This information will be included in the online session description.

Abstract (1500 characters including spaces)

Chars Remaining 1500

SAVE AND CONTINUE  CANCEL
Create Submission Proposal

Conference: 2021 Annual Spring Conference
Category: Scholarly Topic Roundtable Discussion - 50 min (including breakfast)
Submission Id: 5425
Submission Title: TEST

Please read requirements carefully before completing submission - incomplete information will lead to disqualification.

Why is this session important to family medicine educators? Provide evidence for the need for education on this topic. *(Character limit including spaces: 1250)*

Learning Objectives: List three using these guidelines

- Clearly describe what participants will take away and be able to implement after the session in active, measurable terms (e.g. - define, interpret, explain, apply)
- Each objective must be concise and written in SMART format (specific, measurable, attainable, relevant, and timely)

Example - On completion of this session, participants should be able to identify and describe the three primary tenets of the Patient Self-Efficacy Model.

First Objective: On completion of this session the participants should be able to... *

Second Objective: On completion of this session the participants should be able to... *

Third Objective: On completion of this session the participants should be able to... *

Please describe project results completed or in process at the time of submission (if not, indicate N/A): *(Character limit including spaces: 1250)*

References: Include references that support the session content
Is this proposal an official submission on behalf of one of the following groups: STFM Board, STFM Collaboratives, STFM Special Project Teams, STFM Committees, and STFM Fellowships.

NO

Keywords (optional): choose up to 2 keywords that may apply to your proposal.

Keyword One
Select One

Keyword Two
Select One

Questions with a red * must be answered for the submission to be considered complete.

SAVE AND CONTINUE  CANCEL
Create Submission

Conference: 2021 Annual Spring Conference
Category: Workshop - 90 min

Please read requirements carefully before completing submission – incomplete information will lead to disqualification.

This category:
Limited number of slots for 90-minute participatory, task-oriented, small group educational experience directed toward the acquisition, demonstration, construction, and/or synthesis of specific knowledge, skills, and /or attitudes

Required elements:
detailed description of use of time allocation and active participant engagement method(s)
detailed description of measurement methods and project results and/or how effectiveness of this presentation has been assessed prior to submission

Click the Cancel button below if you do NOT want to create a submission in this category.

Submission Role Definitions

Submitter-Only: Not a participant in the presentation. Used for submitting on behalf of someone. Submitter Only is NOT listed in conference materials.
Submitter and Lead Presenter: The lead in giving the presentation.
Submitter and Co-Presenter: A co-participant in giving the presentation.

Select Your Role on Submission

- Select -

Title (125 characters including spaces - DO NOT use all capitals)

Chars Remaining 125

Session Time: 90 min
What is this session about? This information will be published in the online session search.

Abstract (1250 characters including spaces)

Chars Remaining 1250

SAVE AND CONTINUE  CANCEL
Create Submission Proposal

Conference: 2021 Annual Spring Conference
Category: Workshop - 90 min
Submission Id: 5433
Submission Title: TEST

Please read requirements carefully before completing submission - incomplete information will lead to disqualification.

Why is this session important to family medicine educators? Provide reasoning for the educational need for this topic. *(Character limit including spaces: 1250)*

Have you presented similar content at an STFM Annual Conference within the past 3 years? *

Select One

If yes, please summarize what you have added or changed since your last presentation. (Character limit including spaces: 1250)

Learning Objectives: List three using these guidelines

- Clearly describe what participants will take away and be able to implement after the session in active, measurable terms (e.g. - define, interpret, explain, apply)
- Each objective must be concise and written in SMART format (specific, measurable, attainable, relevant, and timely)

Example - On completion of this session, participants should be able to identify and describe the three primary tenets of the Patient Self-Efficacy Model.

First Objective: On completion of this session the participants should be able to... *

Second Objective: On completion of this session the participants should be able to... *

Third Objective: On completion of this session the participants should be able to... *
Please provide detailed description of time allocation and audience engagement methods* (beyond Q&A – e.g. posing specific questions to participants regarding your content) * (Character limit including spaces: 1250)

Please provide assessment information by providing one or both of the following as applicable to your submission. * Note: "N/A" is not an acceptable response.
1) Describe assessment data completed or in process at the time of submission
2) Describe how you have assessed the effectiveness of this presentation prior to submission

Assessment Information* (Character limit including spaces: 1250)

References: Include references that support the session content. * (Character limit including spaces: 1250)

Is this proposal an official submission on behalf of one of the following groups: STFM Board, STFM Collaboratives, STFM Special Project Teams, STFM Committees, and STFM Fellowships.

NO

Keywords (optional): choose up to 2 keywords that may apply to your proposal.

Keyword One
Select One

Keyword Two
Select One

Questions with a red * must be answered for the submission to be considered complete.

SAVE AND CONTINUE  CANCEL